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Answer 5 Questions onlY

Q1/
Computethemean,median,andmodeforthefollowingdistribution:

70-79 80-89 90-99
classes 10- 19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69

9 IJ 10 5 2
frequency 1 0 5 4

(12 mark)

Q2t
A) one box contains 4 white balls and 2 black balls; another contains 3 white balls and 5

black balls. If one ball is drawn from each box' find the probability that'

(a) both are white.
(b) both are black.
(c) one is white and one is black.

B) for distribution presented in Ql, draw the cumulative frequency polygon ( less than ) and

( or more ) (4 mark)

(8 mark)

Q3tA) 
Find coefficient ofvariations from two sets from degree student s in subject statistic

G1 G2
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I gi h how many different ways can 3 people be arranged in a raw for photograph if there
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selected from a group of 5 people. (6 mark)

A process plant working 2000 ton per yeal of a product selling for $0.8 per Ib has annual

direct production costs of$2 million at 100 percent capacity and other fixed cost of
$700000, what is the fixed cost per pound at the breakeven point ? ifthe selling price of
the product is increased by 10 percent, what is the dollar increase in net profit of full
capacity if th income tax rate is 34 percent of gross eaming ? ( I Kg : 2.21b ).

( 12 mark )

Q4)



A/ what are per- technical and economic factors of proposed process? (4 mark)

B/ what will be the total amount availabre r0 years from now if s2000 is deposited at

the present time with nominal interest at the rate of 6 percent compounded
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(8 mark )

The originar cost of a property is $30000 it's salvage value is estimated to be $3000 at the

end of service life is estimateh to be 6 years. Determine the asset value of a property

at the end of second Year using

1- Straight - line method'

2- Sum- of the years - digits method'

3- Declining- balance method'
( l2 mark)

Good Luck
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